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THE EFFECTS OF CONTROL ON COYOTE POPULATIONS:
ANOTHER LOOK
GUY E. CONNOLLY, USDA-APHIS Animal Damage Control, Denver Wildlife Research Center, P. 0.Box
25266, Denver CO 80225

Abstract: Population dynamics models are useful for estimating coyote (Canis latrans) population responses to
exploitation w well as to hypothetical birth intavent~ontechniques At least 6 coyote simulation models have been
developed over the past 25 years. This paper reviews the model developed by Connolly and Longhurst (1 975),
and identifies some potential improvements based upon new biolog~calinformation and modem computing
technology The biolog~calconcepts embodied in the Connolly-Longhurst (C-L) model seem as valid In 1995 as
they were in 1975. Newer studies have tended to reaffirm rather than revise earlier concepts of coyote populat~on
mechan~cs.One s~gn~ficant
shortcoming of the C-L model, as acknowledged by the authors at the time, was ~ t s
failure to include immigration as one of the mechan~smsfor replacement of coyotes removed in control
Subsequent studies have reiterated the importance of irnrnigrat~onand emigrat~onin the dynamics of explo~ted
coyote populations, but reseal-chers have not made corresponding progress toward the inco~porat~on
of these
phenomena into simulation models. Updat~ngthe C-L model would conslst largely of revamping it to run on
modem computers and software. A new edition would make the model useful to wildlife managers interested in
the effects of predator control on the dynamics of selected coyote populations. The updated model would calculate
blrths and deaths monthly rather than annually, and mlnor changes could be made to the b~l-thand natural mortality
functions. However, the rev~sedmodel probably would susta~nmost of the conclusions stated in 1975.

The coyote is much admired for ~ t survival
s
a b ~ l ~ t y As
. Gabrielson (1 95 1) recognized many
years ago, no other American mammal has shown
greater adaptability and stamina in the face of
ruthless oppression In spite of guns, dogs, poisons,
and traps, pursued by hired hunters and calving a
price on his head, the coyote has managed not only
to survive but to extend his range Into new ten-ito~y.
Hundreds of thousands of coyotes are k~lledeach
year in the western United States, yet large and
healthy populations remain.
How does the coyote do ~ t ? The b~olog~cal
answers to t h ~ squest~onhave been sought in many
field studies of coyote populations (Connolly 1978).
Additionally, several teams of biologists have
analyzed the elements of coyote population dynamics
and assembled them into mathemat~calsimulat~on
models of coyote populat~ons.
The models that help us understand the coyote's
legendary s u ~ v ~ v a lh ~ l ~ tare
y those that prov~de
nurne~icalest~matesof coyote populat~onresponses
to management; 1.e , exploitation (k~llingor harvest)
and birth control At least 4 such models were
developed in the 1970s (Connolly 1978). This
paper I-examinesone of these models (Connolly and
Longh~~l-st
1975; hereafter te~medthe C-L model) in

light of more recent ~nfo~mationHerein I identify
some Improvements that, ~f implemented, would
update the model and make it more useful to wildlife
managers.

The C-L model
The C-L model establ~shedan initial population
100 coyotes. Coyote numbers in this populat~on
changed over tlme due to births, "contl-ol kill"
(defined later), and natural losses The model was
developed for the plupose of est~mat~ng
the probable
elkcts of esplo~tation,b~l-thsuppress~on,or both on
coyote populations.
S~mulationexper~mentswith the C-L model
showed that the pnmay effect of k~llingcoyotes was
to reduce coyote population density, thereby
st~mulatingdensity-dependent changes in natality
The s~mulated
and natural mol-tality rates.
population survived ~ndefin~tely
when 70% of its
members were killed annually, but decl~nedto zero
In about 50 years when 75% were killed each year.
Coyote populations reduced by ~ntensivecontrol
returned to pre-control densities within 3-5 years
after control was te~minated

In the C-L model, birth suppression as the sole
management tactic reduced the coyote population
significantly only when most (80-95%) of the
females were prevented from producing pups. Birth
suppression combined with killing appeared to be
more effective In reduclng coyote numbers. The
model and its use to deteimine population responses
to various control strategies were described in detail
by Connolly and Longhurst (1 975)'.
The C-L model revisited: assumptions, input
parameters, and computations

Population stabiliv. In the absence of control or
exploitation, the C-L model's coyote population was
stable, both in numbers and age stlucture The
calying capacity of the envll-onment also was stable
and did not change regardless of the level of
exploitation These principles would be retained if
I was updating the C-L model.
Area irlhabited by tlie coyote population. The population Inhabited an area of unspecified size, but
with sufficient I-esources to sustain a breeding
population of just 100 coyotes each year. The
canying capacity of this area was assumed to be
constant year after year. In updat~ngthe C-L model,
I would now make it functional with geographic
areas of any desired size. The size of the area,
together w ~ t han esttn~atedcoyote density, would be
spec~fiedwith other ~nitial-input parameters at the
start of each lun The initial coyote population
would be the pi-oduct of coyote density and
geographic area. For esample, an initial input of
1,000 mi2 with a density of 1.5 coyotes/mi2, would
yield an initial population of 1,500 coyotes.
N~cnrber.of age classes. All coyotes in the C-L
model were elther pups (0- 12 months old) or adults
(over 12 months old). Pups approach~ngtheir first
birthday were telmed yearltngs for puiposes of birth
computations. Adults were not tracked as yearly age
classes, so natural death rates were constant for adult
coyotes of all ages. In the updated model it would be
desirable to track ~ndividualcohorts up to 8 or 10
years of age.

' ~ h r plthlrcatron
s
con be ohtnrned frorrr the Denver W ~ l d l f e
Research Center. P.0 Bor 25266, Denver CO 80255

Causes of dearli. In the C-L model, all coyote
deaths resulted from either control (killing by
humans) or natural causes (all non-human causes).
This would not change in the updated model
Control kill specrfications. A "control kill" rate
was specified as one of the initial input parameters
for each run of the C-L model. Control kill was
specified as a percentage of the maximum (postwhelping) population, and the same percentage was
applied to pups and adult coyotes. It was not
possible to take daerent proportions of different age
classes nor to distribute the control kill among
different seasons of the year. An updated model
could permit the control kill to be specified
separately for each month, with zeros entered for
those months when no kill would occur. Control
specifications could be entered as either percentages
or number of coyotes to be removed from each age
class.
Bir+thcoriti~olspecifications. Bii-th control m the
C-L model was simulated by preventing specified
percentages of the noimally-breeding females from
having litters This procedui-e would be retained in
the updated model, and I would add the ability to
specify birth prevention as either percentages or
numbers of females in each age class. The
pragmatic reader may note that practical birth
control methods for wild coyote populations are no
nearer to reahzation now than they were 20 years
ago. Therefore, the simulation of birth intervention
impacts has little relevance to coyote management as
practiced in 1995

Bid2 and death conrpz~tations. Each annual cycle
in the C-L model consisted of one computation of
births, followed by a single computation of control
removal (ifany) from the maximum (post-whelping)
population, followed by a single computation of
natural mortality. Natural mortality rates were
applied to those coyotes that survived control. At
the end of each year, the clos~ngpopulation became
the beg~nning(breeding) population for the nest
year Seasonal differences in control or natural
moi-tality rates could not be simulated in the C-L
model.
The updated C-L model would perform
calculations monthly rather than annually. Births
could all occur In 1 month, as in the C-L model, or
could be distr~butedacross 2-3 months as they
actually occu- in most wild coyote populations. The
distribution ofbii-ths would be specified in the initial

input. Control kills would be subtracted in the
month(s) specified in the initial input.
Natural mortality in the updated model would
be subtracted in each month, unless the model user
specified no natural mortality for the month. Users
would have the option of specifying the proportion
of total annual natural mortality that would occur in
each month separately for each age class. If no
distribution was specified in the initial input, the
model would automatically distribute the total annual
natural mortality evenly over the 12 months of each
year.

In the revised model, the computation sequence
each month would proceed as follows:
OPENING IMIENTOIZY

+ BIRTHS ( y a y )
- CONTROL KILL (gaily)
- NATUIUL A/IORTALIT17(~f
any)
=

CLOSING INVENTORY.

The closing invento~yeach month would become the
opening invento~yfor the next month. Each set of
12 months in the model would comprise one annual
cycle. Monthly statistics would be summed as
necessary to produce annual statistics.
Sex ratiosl Even (i e , 50 males:50 females) sex
ratios were assumed in the C-L model for each age
class, including pups at birth. All mo~tality,whether
fiom control or natural causes, applied to males and
females equally. Other coyote populat~on models
reviewed by Connolly (1 978) also assumed a 50:50
sex ratio, as d ~ more
d
recent simulations (Sterling et
al. 1983; Windberg and Knowlton 1988)
More recent field stud~es,however, have been
inconsistent on this polnt. Some repoi-ted even sex
ratios (Nellis and Keith 1976; Crabtree 1989), but
others suggested that there was a preponderance of
males among samples of adult coyotes from
populations where exploitation was low (Gese et al.
1989) or a prepondesance of females where
exploitation was more intense (Knowlton 1972)
Therefore, it IS not clear to me whether an updated
C-L model should or should not incorporate sex
differential birth or death rates. It would be easy
enough to incorporate sex-differential birth or
mortality funct~onsinto the model, but difficult to
develop valid sex-differential functions from
~nfo~mation
currently available. Considering all
current idolmation, I probably would I-etain even

sex ratios as in the C-1, model
Conipensatoly natality and mortaliv. A key
assumption in the C-L model, and in all other coyote
population models known to me, is the principle of
compensatory natality and mol-tality. That is,
removal of coyotes enhances conditions for the
animals that survlve exploitation so that birth rates
are higher and natural mortality lower than in the
unexploited populat~on These phenomena were
s~mulatedIn the C-L model by density dependent
funct~ons,i.e , equat~onsthat caused average litter
size, proportions of female coyotes producing young,
and proportions of animals dying of natural causes to
vary with relat~ve coyote density (Figs. 2-4 m
Connolly and Longhurst 1975).
A few reposts published since 1975 have
re~terated the existence and Importance of
compensatoly or density dependent relationships in
coyote population dynam~cs (Conn011y 1978,
Sterling et al 1983) Var~ationsin emigration rates
also may be density dependent (Knowlton and
Stoddart 1983). Thus, the assumpt~onof density
dependent compensations in birth and death rates
appears to be as valid in 1995 as it was in 1975.
Explicit quantification of the magnitude of these
compensatoly responses, however, was lack~ngIn
1975 and remains equally lacking in 1995. C o ~ o l l y
and Longh~u-st(1 975) presented bii-th and death rate
functions as speculative and pointed out a need for
addit~onalresearch to refine them The C-L model
was constructed so that improved funct~onscould
read~ly replace the initial ones. As of 1995,
howevel-, improved functions have not heen
forthcoming, and the specific f o ~ m sof these
functions remaln a matter of speculation. If further
work is done with the C-L model, s e n s ~ t ~ v ~ t y
analyses would be desirable to dete~minehow much
the model output is affected by changes in the shapes
and slopes of these functions
Bir?h i.a~e$iiictio~is. The C-L model contained 3
density-dependent buth rate funct~ons(Connolly and
Longhurst 1975.Figs. 2-3) Two of these expressed
the I-elationshipbetween relative population density
and the propoltion of adult females and yearling
females, respectively, that would produce l~tters.
The third function established mean litter sizes that
varied w ~ t hrelative population density. In the C-L
model, mean litter size for yearling females was the
same as that for adult females. The shapes of these
functions were highly speculative, but there IS l~ttle

new research that would help refine them
The C-I, functions for yearl~ng and adult
pregnancy rates were concocted from published
estimates of the ranges of variation in pregnancy
rates, l.e., 0-70% for ycarlings and 60-90% for adult
females Subsequent stud~eshave tended to yield
pregnancy rates that fall m or near these ranges.
Nellis and Keith (1 976), for example, found
pregnancy rates of 94% for adults and 14% for
yearlings in central Alberta Examinations of female
coyotes from a lightly exploited population in
southeastern Colorado showed that all 10 adults
contamed placental scars, but none of 1 1 yearlings
showed evidence of whelplng (Gese et al. 1989).
Crabtree (19891, In contrast, found that alpha
females aged 2-6 years were the most successful
breeders In an unexplo~tcd coyote population in
eastern Weshing1on, overall, 40% of h ~ sfemales
were productive and the age at first breeding was 2 3 years
These stud~esdo not ~iidicatea need to revlse
the yearling or adult pregnancy rate hnct~onsIn the
C-L Consequently, I would not change them In an
updated model
Mean I~ttersizes also have been est~matedin
scveral stud~espublished since 1975. Nellis and
Keith (1 976) reported an average of 5.3 pupsllitter
for 26 litters esam~nedat dens in Albeita. In
no1t11e1-nUtah, mean litter slzes were est~matedto
vuy m different years from less than 5 to more than
8 pups per litter based on placental scar counts;
mean litter size was con-elated with jackrabbit
(Lepris cu/ifovi~rcus)abundance (Knowlton 1989).
The model of Sterling et al. (1 983) assumed mean
litter sizes to range from 4 3-7.6 pupsnitter. The
lightly esploited Colorado population of Gese et al.
( 1989) had an average of 3.2 pupsA~tter(n = 16),
whereas an average of 5.6 pupsAitter was reported
fi-om an almost unesplo~tedWash~ngtonpopulation
(Crabtree 1989) CI-abti-eesuggested that litter size
is relatively ~nseusitiveto the level of esplo~tation

and approximately 6 1 % for pups m an unexploited
population. These rates declined to 10% as the
coyote density was reduced to 0 by control kills. As
with the birth funct~ons,these mortality functions
were conjectural, and there is little basis in new
research to help refine them.
A review by Knowlton and Stoddart (1983)
showed that annual adult mortality rates of 25-45%
are common with 6 5 7 5 % mortality indicated in a
few stud~es. This report also drew attention to
apparent high rates of post-natal losses of pups,
perhaps as high as 30 to 60% during the first 6
months of life. Nellis and Keith (1 976) estimated
mo~tal~ty
rates (all causes) of 7 1 % for pups and 3642% for coyotes over 1 year old. Gese et al. (1 989)
found annual mo~talityrates for adults, yearlings, and
pups of 13, 48, and 49%, respectively. These
workers also reported that res~dent coyotes,
transients, and d~spersershad annual mortality rates
of 13, 39, and 6 1%, respectively. The Gese et al.
study took place on a 400-mi2 area where coyotes
were not exploited, however, coyotes were exploited
on sui-roundlng areas The relatively unexploited
population%tudicdby Crabtree (1 989) was found to
have annual adult mortality of only lo%, but 58% of
pups died during then- first 14 weeks of life
Crabtree suggested that early pup su~vivalis the
major reproductive response to explo~tat~on.
Considcnng all these sources of information, I
would be inclined to retain the C-L model's current
natural moitality function for pups, where much of
the annual mortality occurs In the first month or two
aAer bu-th I would replace the single adult mortality
function In the C-L model with 3 functions--one for
yearlings, another for 2-6 year adults, and another
for older animals Prime-age adults (~.e.,2-6 years
old) would have lower moital~tyrates than yearl~ngs
or coyotes older than 6 years.
1111rtr ig~.u~iotl
a r ~ de~)rigrzrtiot~.The C-L model

and emlgatlon either did
assumed that ~mm~gratlon
not occur or occui-red at equivalent rates. Connolly

Cons~der~ng
all of these find~ngs,I would be
inclined to reduce mean 11ttcrsizes slightly fiom the
range of 4.5-9 pupsnitter used in the C-L model to
about 4-8 pupshitter in the revised model.
Natrct.a/ ~trot~~alityjirt~cl~ons.
The C-L model had 2

density-dependent natural moitality functions
(Connolly and Longhurst 1975,Fig 4). They
of 40% for adults
assumed annual natural mo~tal~ty

"Crabtree's srrtdy area rn eastern Wash~ngtoncertarnly
supports I ofthe leasr explorted coyote popttlatrons rn rhe lower
48 states, bur all rhe adrtlt coyote ~~rortal~ry
he recorded was
assocrated wrth hrrt~iancauses and there was a net loss of
anrt>mls through egress. Thus rhrs popularron shortld be
regarded as lrghtly explorred, not ttnexplorted.

and Longhurst (1 975) agreed with Knowlton's
(1 972) contention that immigration (dispersal or
infiltration) of coyotes from lightly hunted areas
provides the mainspring for restocking areas under
high rates of exploitation, but they left this aspect of
coyote biology out of the C-L model because they
couldn't devise a workable rationale to simulate it.
Other coyote models reviewed by Connolly (1 978)
also omitted ingress and egress, perhaps for the
same reason.
Biologists have made few advances on this topic
over the past 20 years. Immigration has continued to
be identified as a major element of coyote population
dynamics (Connolly 1978; Knowlton and Stoddart
1983;Gese et al. 1989; Crabtree 1989). However,
information on rates of ingress and egress and the
explanations for these movements remain scanty
(Knowlton and Stoddart 1983). More recently
published coyote population simulations (Sterling et
al. 1983; Windberg and Knowlton 1988) also failed
to account for ingress and egress.
Perhaps one reason why modelers haven't made
more effort to simulate the dynamics of unbounded
coyote populations is the attractive simplicity of
models involving closed populations. In real
populations, coyote numbers change over time as the
aggregate product of births, deaths, ingress and
egress. But in a closed population, coyote numbers
can change only through births and deaths, and
reciuitment to any age class consists of the survivors
from a younger age class.
Given the relative simplic~tyof computing the
dynamics of closed populations, some modelers
could find it convenient to ignore immigration and
emigrat~on, even if workable techniques were
available to simulate these processes.
It seems likely that someone eventually will
devise a practical way to integrate ingress and egress
in coyote simulation models.
Pending such
developments, the best way to minimize the adverse
effects of ignoivlg ingress and egress may be to limit
the application of coyote population models to large
geographic areas, the larger the better. On small
areas, I speculate that the erroneous assumption of a
closed population, if substantial ingress actually
occurs at h ~ g hrates of exploitation, would yield
model output that understates a coyote population's
resilience to control.
Also, it seems that any errors introduced by

assuming populations to be closed decrease in
proportion to the size of the area occupied by the
simulated population. That is, it may be invalid to
assume that the population on a small geographic
area is closed but more valid to make such an
assumption for a large area. Of course, a population
could in fact be closed if ~t inhabits an island or is
bounded by large water bodies, coyote-proof fences,
or other genuine barriers to coyote movements.
Truly closed coyote populations, however, are
extremely rare if they exist at all.
Coniputing hardware. The C-I, model ran on a
Wang Model 360 electronic calculator with a CP-I
card programming attachment. This calculator
displayed results visually; there was no printed
output. The program was designed with stop
commands at each critical point so that, as
computations proceeded, each desired result could
be copied manually from the display.

As ciude as this may seem by 1995 standards,
it worked quite well in 1974. The slow computation
speed was not a problem, but the Wang unit did not
have enough memoly to allow separate computations
for animals by year classes. Also, it would have
been desirable to compute births and deaths on
monthly rather than annual cycles, but this would
have been nearly impossible with the Wang system.
In 1995, of course, one would not run a
sunulation model on a programmable calculator but
on a desktop computer using statistical software.
Output would be printed and could include both
tabular and graphical summaries. In my conception,
the revised C-L model would run on a variety of
computer models and be transportable on floppy
discs or by electl.onic transfer
One feature of the C-L model that could and
should be retalned in any update is its mathematical
simplicity.
The C-L model involved no
computations other than simple addition and
multiplication, and I know of no reason why an
updated model should be more complicated.

Discussion
It appears to me that wildlife biologists' understanding of coyote population responses to
exploitation have not changed appreciably over the
past 20 years. Additional studies have refined the
numerical ranges of some parameters, but the new

infolmation confilms rather than revises the
concepts set forth in Knowlton's (1 972) landmark paper Most coyote population simulations (including
the C-L model) add little more than descriptive
arithmetic to Knowlton's model, which elucidated
the basics of coyote population mechanics in a form
that has seen little improvement since 1972.
The C-L model was based largely on
Knowlton's (1 972) concepts and information.
Except for revisions to incolporate the mechanisms
of ingress and egress, which eluded Connolly and
Longhurst (1975) as well as other coyote simulation
models to date, I see no need for major revisions in
the C-L model

generate results similar to those produced by the C-L
model.
The updated model would be particularly useful
to biologists who need a way to evaluate ADC
programs or other human impacts on coyote
populations in specific geographical areas, e.g.
states, ecological regions, national forests, or BLM
resource areas in connection with the preparation of
environmental analyses under the National Environmental Policy Act.
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